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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are evaluating which finance department users will be
prompted for Azure MFA credentials.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which HSRP feature do you configure so that the device with the
highest priority immediately becomes the
active router?
A. standby timers
B. standby authentication
C. holdtime
D. preemption
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your account dimension has an account for Profit that is
calculated as [Revenue] - [Cost]. Which formula can you use to
enter a value for Profit and have the system re-calculate Cost
while Revenue remains constant?
A. [Revenue] - [Cost] := INVERSE ([Cost] = [Revenue] [Profit])
B. [Revenue] - [Cost] | INVERSE ([Cost] := [Revenue] [Profit])
C. [Revenue] - [Cost] | INVERSE ([Cost] = [Revenue] - [Profit])
D. [Revenue] - [Cost] := (INVERSE [Cost] := [Revenue] [Profit])
Answer: B
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